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Our experience abroad “II Burchiello” allowed for me to better understand slow travelers of modern 
day as well as the Englishman’s Grand Tour. This was more than a journey amongst grand villas and Venice but 
also a lesson in slowing down, long enough to think about the impact of our desire to experience the world. 
The stress that Earth takes by a single tourist doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t venture out, but that we must 
be smarter about how we travel; the transportation we take, where we spend our money, and how much we 
integrate into local culture.  

Most of our time in transit has been on trains and buses, vehicles intended for efficiency, and grander 
populations. “II Burchiello” was a small and slow vessel, making it difficult to be ignorant of the opportunity 
this experience provided. Food is one of the central ways we enjoyed local culture during the ride. Some was 
bought in Padua, our starting point, as well as a local lunch just off the water.  

Exploring historic villas along the water was captivating. There were three along the ride, but my 
favorite was Villa Pisani Raele of Stra. This villa was the first stop and was even home to Napoleon Bonaparte 
for about 48 hours. The walls were fashioned in a way I had never seen before. Paint brought together figures 
and patterns seamlessly and in may rooms, the corners where the wall met the ceiling were curved, which 
made the space look even more eloquently designed. This made the villas so fun to explore and imagine life in 
a space so grand.  

My favorite part of the trip was being able to feel the release of anticipation when we reached Venice. 
Coming into the city on a boat instead of a bus or train meant that we could enjoy the waterways for the 
unique attribute that they are. We stood on top of the vessel, wind was blowing my hair everywhere, and I 
couldn’t take my eyes off the city. Such an original place and the sun shimmering across the water made that 
moment very picturesque. 

I am thankful for the Green Fund to provide financial support for this experience. As a class, our time 
on board “II Burchiello” allowed for intentional conversation about sustainable travel in historic and modern 
times, cultural immersion in food and landmark, as well as bonding as a group. This time of exploration and 
reflection helped develop my knowledge of Italian history as well as our purpose aboard. There were many 
ways to see what we saw, but the combination and method was a testament to what sustainable travel means 
and produces.  
 

 



 
 
 


